ART
Artists

Yr 11 – KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – AUTUMN TERM
The Assessment Objectives (your project must show evidence of these)
ao1
ao2
ao3
ao4

Leonardo DaVinci
Laura Ferguson
Magda Bandura
Florien Nicolle
Develop ideas through
Kathe Kollwitz
investigations (artist
Teesha Moore
research; written analysis,
Hannah Hoch
copies, own versions)
Arnulf Rainer
Antony Gormley
Ricky Romaine
Jenny Saville
Basquiat
Madge Hill
Brian Christie
more on powerpoint in shared docs

Refine work by exploring
ideas, selecting and
experimenting with media,
techniques and processes
(planning, practising)

Recording ideas,
observations and insights
relevant to intentions
(drawings, photographs,
mind maps)

Present a personal &
meaningful response that
realises intentions (final
pieces)

Thought provoking, found imagery, image
and text, diary, personal experiences,
surreal, play with scale, playful, layered

juxtaposed,
layered, evoke response, work over photo,
ICT manipulation, thought provoking,
identity, reality v perceptions

HUMAN CONDITION
(MOCK)

figure,
surroundings, humankind, reflection,
powerful, atmosphere, questioning,
relationship with environment
Communicate mood, inner feelings,
personality, capture, powerful, stereotypes
Express feelings, distort, turmoil, hopes,
dreams, insecurities, mental health,
internal dialogue
internal
structures, bones, spine, cells, muscles,
vessels, anatomy, identity, dna

Art is never finished,
only abandoned. ”
Leonardo da Vinci
You are welcome to work in the Art Department lunchtimes & often after school!
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AO1

Task 1:

AO3

AO2

AO4

Yr 11 – Homework Tasks

Responding
to feedback

Structure for Written Work
Form
Content

Task 10:

Task 5:

Colour – how is it used and
organised?
What shapes can you find? What
marks does the artist use?
What is the surface and texture
like?

What is it? What is it about?
What is happening?
What message does the work
communicate?

Process
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Task 6:

Materials and tool used?
What is the evidence of this?
What clues show how the work
developed?
How has the work been made?

Task 11:

Mood
How does the work make you feel?
Why do you think you feel like this?
Does the colour, texture, form or
theme of the work affect your
mood?

Task 2:
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Task 12:
You could produce drawings from them using any
materials / techniques you feel are appropriate.

Task 16:

Task 7:
Task 13:

Task 3:

Task 8:

Task 4:

Task 14:

Task 15:

Task 9:

“Creativity takes courage.”
– Henri Matisse

SKETCHBOOKS AVAILABLE FROM THE LIBRARY …. PRACTISE AND DEVELOP YOUR WORK

You can always e-mail images to your art teacher and
they will print for you! Burgessl@colfox.dorset.sch.uk
Ashmane@colfox.dosset.sch.uk

Organisation is key!

